Argyria is Preventable and Curable
Argyria, like /heavy/ metal poisoning, is preventable and curable. The problem stems from ignoring our root. From where did my cure arise? From the research of Dr. Robert O. Becker, MD, orthopedic surgeon and professor of same at Syracuse New York.
In his book, 'The Body Electric', and in his patent { http://tinyurl.com/becker-patent ], silver was always combined with electricity as a healing modality, never silver alone. In fact, electricity was originally his *only* method for stimulating regeneration of amputated limbs in organisms normally thought to be incapable of spontaneous regeneration, such as: lab rats, frogs, and people.
So, voltage slightly higher than what the body puts out -- a little over one volt -- and an amperage at least a million times less than the hundred or so micro amps put out by the body, namely: a few pico amps or less, of continuous Direct Current electricity /without pulses/, with positive hooked up to the head and negative hooked up to the pelvis or below, will drive nano particles of silver, mercury, aluminum and everything else metallic out of the body and metabolize it before it leaves if it serves any useful purpose to cellular metabolism.
The only caveat to this polarity is among sufferers of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, or any other similar trauma, in which polarity may need to be swapped: negative to the head and positive to the feet or pelvis, until such time as their condition reverts to normal. This little tip comes courtesy of Leon Ernest Eeman's research dating back to the early part of the 1900s, and cited from his book, 'Co-operative Healing', better known today as Biocircuits revived by Peter Lindemann in the 1970s and cited by Terry and Leslie Patten in their book, 'Biocircuits'.
http://vinyasi.info/texts/biocircuits/cooperativehealing.pdf
In practical terms, this means that a single, dry cell, 'AA' battery can be connected in series with several giga ohms of resistance /rated for low watt conditions: 1/4 watt, for instance, producible by a string of over fifty count 100 mega ohm resistors from: http://www.ebay.com/itm/111551749624 /. This circuit can then be placed underneath one's bed with a positive interface to the head and face, such as an Earthing pillow case { http://earthing.com/ }, and a negative interface to the shins and calves of the feet using an Earthing, mini-bed pad. These interfaces are just examples. Foil duct tape from the hardware store across cheap pillow cases from K-mart or the 99 cent store could serve just as well.
Build a pico ampere sleep circuit for elimination of argyria, metal poisoning & deepened sleep -->>
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNMaBm69b-M&index=476&list=PLty-nUj7w26r8GHK9aixOPNFhiWbn7KYR
So, to repeat myself...
We use electricity to generate silver in a solution of distilled water by engaging the industry of a colloidal silver generator. Why not use a slightly different flavor of electricity more conducive to the body to help it process and eliminate silver? Silver, like body fat, lodges in the skin which indicates to me that the body is not fully utilizing the benefits of silver or calories.
Ultimately, though, it's not current (represented by amperes) which helps the body utilize and eliminate silver. It's voltage which does this.
It also stands to reason that whatever works for silver works for everything else conductive of electricity, whether: good, toxic or indifferent to the body's tolerance for metallic substances of any sort.
PostScript - I gave myself argyria, topically, twice and rid myself of it twice using a sleep circuit every night. I doubt anybody thinks of electricity when thinking how permanent it has been for humanity over the course of centuries steeped in ignorance on the conductivity of metals and the electrical convertibility of metallic particles back into ionic format making their physiological elimination automatic. So be it. We are through with suffering. Suffering is Gothic. We are not Gothic; we're technologically savvy enough to know that there is a technical solution to all problems, for where ever there is mercy there is God.
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On Mar 25, 2016, at 8:41 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
>    On Fri, Mar 25, 2016 at 6:55 PM, Rosemary Jacobs wrote:
>>        On Mar 25, 2016, at 4:53 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
>>
>>     Argyria, like /heavy/ metal poisoning, is preventable and curable. The problem stems from ignoring our root. From where did my cure arise? From the research of Dr. Robert O. Becker, MD, orthopedic surgeon and professor of same at Syracuse New York.
>    Thank you for writing to me. Have you read my website? if so, did you see the disclaimer that Dr. Becker asked me to post for him?
>     http://rosemaryjacobs.com/becker.html
"Arise" is not the same as "authorize". I cite my source; he is my source. His research gave me the facts on how to stumble onto a cure and prevention of argyria as a special case of metallic poisoning.
>    He and I shared copies of all the medical journal articles we had on silver’s uses in medicine, and we spoke on the phone. He did not think that argyria was preventable by any method other than not taking it internally and he did not know of any way to cure it. 
I'm not surprised. He's not omniscient any more than I am. That's where independent research comes in handy: to round out our predecessor's knowledge base with further insights. Yet, it was his research on the amperage generated by the broken limb of a salamander which sparked my interest into whole body treatment with DC in the range of either less than 10 nanoamps, or further reduced towards a few hundred picoamps. His admonition in his patent to keep the voltage below a volt and limit the size of the treatment zone to something less than a square foot, is based on an amperage which is a thousand times higher than that of his salamander experiment. Nanoamps is too high. My body puts out a few microamps (same as that cited in his patent for some of his case studies) and a little over a hundred millivolts (again, the same as his figures in his patent). But by keeping the amperage down to around a few hundred picoamps (as he cites in his original research), I can raise the voltage of a simple DC circuit to slightly above that of the body's output to around ten times more than its actual output (between one and one half volts) and apply it for several hours each night while asleep with no harm to either the brain or the heart (trust me; I've been there; I don't leave anything to speculation when it comes to attempting to apply his knowledge to chronic care; his work with trauma care is admirable but leaves unresolved what to do about the rest of us who are simply getting older; what then?; where does his research into the regeneration of whole areas of the body fit into the repair of worn out bodies due to old age?; anything?; nothing?). Within a few weeks, any topical argyria disappears for the most part by comparison to its original discoloration regardless of its location on the body provided that my two connection points are relatively far apart (head versus feet).
>    He was horrified that people were making CS electronically and drinking it. 
Appeal to emotion does not appeal to me as being logically sound.
Yet, this CS production -- within the context of an electrical machine -- is how to examine how to remove it from the body in a manner similar to how it was made in the first place - with the judicious use of electricity.
 >    He knew, as I did, that that would result in many cases of argyria, as it has. 
Only due to shortsighted thinking: most have paid attention to how to make a watery solution of nano-silver while ignoring that this electrochemical process is reversible. The aggregation of silver is due to a lack of charge missing on at least some of the particles. This charge is supplied by my suggested protocol adapted from his research.
I didn't make up this conclusion. Read, "Earthing", by Clint Ober, Dr. Stephen Sinatra, and Martin Zucker. In there, they claim that the body needs to be grounded to the Earth all the time to maintain a negative charge on all of the blood cells. {Although, I would not suggest that Earthing, or grounding, the body will be sufficient to remove heavy metal poisoning, or argyria, from the body.} When the blood cells lose this uniform negative charge, they become an assortment of mixed charges causing many of them to become attracted to one another creating the nightmare of blood clots.
https://www.google.com/search?q=earthing+book&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8
>    He also feared that because of that no one would pay attention to the good research he did on silver.
They're not paying attention anyway. People have very short attention spans. We're bred that way; you know, as in: "sound bites", "news bites", or the Talmudic: "Teach me the entire Torah while I stand on one foot." I regretted this form of teaching style in our public schools since I was dyslexic in as much as I was constantly endeavoring to integrate anything taught with everything else already taught so as to better understand and remember. Thus, I was constantly falling behind in the teacher's timetable of curricula. But at least, I never forgot what I took the time to understand.
My commentary, although it could imply support for the use of silver, merely admits to there being a little known cure which wouldn't be so little known if we availed ourselves of simple logic: if electroplating puts silver onto a cathode by driving it off of an anode, then why should we overlook the same effect when applied to the body? Lack of electrostatic charge within the body - not lack of current -- is the problem to all metallic poisoning (so called, heavy metal poisoning), so my advice is generically applicable to all metallic poisoning, not merely argyria. Consequently, Dr. Becker's disclaimer does not apply to me since he holds no exclusivity to heavy metal poisoning in general. Nor does his disclaimer hold true in the face of a solution to argyria or heavy metal poisoning. His disclaimer is a special case involving ignorance, namely: if we don't know how to solve a problem, then we should avoid creating it. But sometimes, by accident, or by design, fate steers us headlong into a problem -- such as you've managed to experience. So, for you - as one example, I have dedicated myself to solve all problems associated with his research -- not the safe zones, but the hazards. Because we can't always design our destiny. So consequently, we should be flexibly adaptable in our response so as to avoid a lifetime of suffering.
I'm sorry; maybe I did not make this point clear enough. Argyria is my inspiration for solving a broad spectrum problem, because it is easy to see the symptoms.
To put it bluntly, Dr. Becker's research serves as the foundation for an alternative form of treatment to heavy metal poisoning aside from traditional methods. And argyria is a special case included within this context.
>>     PS - I gave myself argyria, topically, twice 
>    What do you mean? You applied a silver solution to your skin and your skin turned gray or blue? 
Yes. But not permanently due to the above.
>    Rosemary
>    http://rosemaryjacobs.com
>    http://rosemary-jacobs.blogspot.com
>>-- 
>>Vinyasi
 >>As Maharishi said, "laughter is the highest state of consciousness."
>>Keep laughing, dear Vinyasi. It's a beautiful sight when you do. --- Marty Zucker.
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On Mar 25, 2016, at 11:01 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
http://rosemaryjacobs.com/becker.html
"...he has never authorized the use of his name or quotations from his publications to imply his approval for the use of colloidal silver in any form for any medical purpose or any purpose by which it may subsequently be ingested by, or come into contact with humans. In his opinion all such preparations are either not effective or potentially harmful."
Tell that to Dr. Pramod Vora, MD, of Mumbai India, who has bettered Becker's time frame of regenerating the tip of a severed finger. Becker claimed he managed to regrow an adult fingertip in as much as 90 days. Dr. Vora did it in 21 days as claimed on his website with photo documentation....
http://space-age.com/
Dr. Vora quotes a single sentence from Dr. Becker's text as the source for his inspiration, namely: the pricking of a scar covered wound to induce a new one /called: debridement; you know all about that, right?/ to begin the process of regeneration if the previous treatment did not follow Becker's protocol and hence bypassed the possibility for complete regeneration. Dr. Vora used a homemade gel composed of gelatin, nano-silver water and aloe vera. No electricity was involved on the wound. Yet, Dr. Vora couldn't have availed himself of nano-silver if he hadn't made it himself with a CS machine, much less apply it to the body as Becker says -- in your quoted disclaimer -- not to do.
So, your disclaimer is as good as saying: don't bother trying to duplicate nor better Becker's research, 'cuz you'll only hurt yourself. That may be true for most people, but that certainly is not true for Dr. Pramod Vora, nor is it true for the clinic down in Australia which has replicated Becker's research and even has gone so far as to make their own proprietary circuit box to heal and/or regenerate tissue...
http://sismachine.com/
I will add that not all of Becker's research is akin to rocket science. Becker performed basic as well as advanced research in the limited time frame under which he was constrained before his funding gave way. I can't perform all of his research, but that does not limit me in any way from performing his more simpler research.
I am not a fly-by-night caddy: here today and gone tomorrow. When I pick a topic to research, I devote myself 100% for a few years until I'm satisfied that I've managed to cover the main points. I don't have to work for a living. I live to serve in a voluntary capacity to learn something new, not generally known, and share what I've learned.
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On Mar 25, 2016, at 11:16 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
Again,
Argyria is a metabolic disorder having everything to do with the body's failure to utilize silver as a nutrient along lines no different than the body storing fatty deposits for its failure to utilize its consumption of calories. Electricity jump starts the enzymatic pathways of the entire physiology. That's why Dr. Becker used electricity applied to wound care to ensure it's complete regeneration.
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On Mar 26, 2016, at 10:54 AM, Vinyasi wrote:
>    On Sat, Mar 26, 2016 at 7:12 AM, Rosemary Jacobs wrote:
>>        On Mar 26, 2016, at 2:01 AM, Vinyasi wrote:
>>     http://space-age.com/
photo documentation posted there
>>     http://sismachine.com/
...is associated with its clinic...
http://electromedicine.org.au/
...which provides their own documentation on site. Check it out.
>    These are sales sites. How do you independently verify that any of their claims are true?
I don't need to. I take any information which might prove useful as a point of departure to form the basis for my own testing upon myself.
>>         To put it bluntly, Dr. Becker's research serves as the foundation for an alternative form of treatment to heavy metal poisoning aside from traditional methods. And argyria is a special case included within this context.
>    Then if you believe in evidence-based medicine you realize that the next step is testing your hypothesis to see if it is correct. That means that you yourself or someone else
That's right. By enlisting myself as my first test subject, and by sharing my results, I hope to inspire someone else to expand on these ideas to see where they lead to.
>    will have to enlist many test subjects and set up and conduct good clinical trials and publish your results
...their results, not mine. Mine are merely to serve the purpose of informal communication. But if I don't take the very first step of conducting an incomplete study lacking in all of its controlled factors, then who will? And when? Why wait for grant money when I can get started right away upon myself and let the rest take care of itself? I'm not responsible for anyone else but myself. What am I doing to further the unfinished business of Dr. Becker? How can I help? Limited resources are never an obstruction to good research. Nor is limited training. Everything and everyone contributes in all honesty and sincerity. It's a pity to deny any endeavor based on Dr. Becker's, or my own, failure to take it all the way.
 >    in a scientific journal. Till then you only have an untested theory.
Balderdash. Tested on me makes it an observation. Repeated twice gives it enough credibility for me to talk about it as something akin to a probability beyond the scope of an "untested theory". That's harsh and narrow minded and condescending. Try, "preliminary results in need of further testing". That would be more positive and accurate. You and I are not here to bury research, nor stifle motivation. We're here to encourage that.
>>>>             PS - I gave myself argyria, topically, twice 
>>>             What do you mean? You applied a silver solution to your skin and your skin turned gray or blue? 
>>         Yes. But not permanently due to the above.
>    I asked this before but will ask again. Did you apply the silver to intact 
intact
>    or broken skin? 
>    Rosemary
>    http://rosemaryjacobs.com
>    http://rosemary-jacobs.blogspot.com
-- 
Vinyasi
As Maharishi said, "laughter is the highest state of consciousness."
Keep laughing, dear Vinyasi. It's a beautiful sight when you do. --- Marty Zucker.
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On Mar 26, 2016, at 2:12 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
>    On Sat, Mar 26, 2016 at 1:08 PM, Rosemary Jacobs wrote:
>>        On Mar 26, 2016, at 1:54 AM, Vinyasi wrote:
>>>              On Sat, Mar 26, 2016 at 7:12 AM, Rosemary Jacobs wrote:
Well, now. Thank you. At the rate I'm going, I'll never get argyria. Whew! [Sigh of relief.]
>>         http://space-age.com/
>>     photo documentation posted there
>>         http://sismachine.com/
>>     ...is associated with its clinic...
>>     http://electromedicine.org.au/
>>     ...which provides their own documentation on site. Check it out.
>>>         These are sales sites. How do you independently verify that any of their claims are true?
>>     I don't need to. I take any information which might prove useful as a point of departure to form the basis for my own testing upon myself.
>    That is fine. But please don’t expect me to believe the claims are accurate until I see many reports from those who don’t have a financial interest in the matter that consistently show they are.
>>     Balderdash. Tested on me makes it an observation. Repeated twice gives it enough credibility for me to talk about it as something akin to a probability beyond the scope of an "untested theory". That's harsh and narrow minded and condescending. Try, "preliminary results in need of further testing". That would be more positive and accurate. You and I are not here to bury research, nor stifle motivation. We're here to encourage that.
>    Balderdash my foot. If you had tried to publish your two results in a reputable journal, they wouldn’t have been accepted. To start with you would have had to have included a biopsy report showing that you actually had had argyria to start with. 
>    Scientists familiar with argyria would tell you that the odds of your having had it were infinitesimal. Silver does not pass through intact skin. There are no documented cases of anyone ever having gotten argyria by using silver topically on intact skin and even though approved topical silver drugs have been used extensively for decades to treat seriously burned people, applying it to such deep wounds has only resulted in argyria in a couple of cases. 
>    Silver nitrate definitely stains the outer layer of skin if it comes in contact with it, but that wears off without treatment. 
>    You have more research to do. You have to learn about the chemistry, pharmacology and toxicology of silver to see how ionic silver binds with body tissue throughout the body, not just in the skin, and you have to lean which specific tissue deep in the skin, not on the outer surface, it binds with. 
>    Rosemary
Vinyasi
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On Mar 26, 2016, at 2:44 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
>     On Sat, Mar 26, 2016 at 1:08 PM, Rosemary Jacobs wrote:
>>     On Mar 26, 2016, at 1:54 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
>>>      On Sat, Mar 26, 2016 at 7:12 AM, Rosemary Jacobs wrote:
>>>>        On Mar 26, 2016, at 2:01 AM, Vinyasi wrote:
>>>>         http://space-age.com/
>>     photo documentation posted there
>>>>         http://sismachine.com/
>>     ...is associated with its clinic...
>>     http://electromedicine.org.au/
>>     ...which provides their own documentation on site. Check it out.
>>>         These are sales sites. How do you independently verify that any of their claims are true?
>>     I don't need to. I take any information which might prove useful as a point of departure to form the basis for my own testing upon myself.
>    That is fine. But please don’t expect me to believe the claims are accurate until I see many reports from those who don’t have a financial interest in the matter that consistently show they are.
>>     Balderdash. Tested on me makes it an observation. Repeated twice gives it enough credibility for me to talk about it as something akin to a probability beyond the scope of an "untested theory". That's harsh and narrow minded and condescending. Try, "preliminary results in need of further testing". That would be more positive and accurate. You and I are not here to bury research, nor stifle motivation. We're here to encourage that.
>    Balderdash my foot. If you had tried to publish your two results in a reputable journal, they wouldn’t have been accepted. To start with you would have had to have included a biopsy report showing that you actually had had argyria to start with. 
>    Scientists familiar with argyria would tell you that the odds of your having had it were infinitesimal. Silver does not pass through intact skin. There are no documented cases of anyone ever having gotten argyria by using silver topically on intact skin
True. How could there be documented cases of silver being driven into the skin through the use of electrical pressure of a direct current driven by millivolts and microamps or nanoamps /on previous occasions, I did not use picoamps/? I assume Dr. Becker has already informed you whether or not he ever gave any of his test subjects /man or beast/ argyria?
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On Mar 26, 2016, at 4:25 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
>    On Sat, Mar 26, 2016 at 7:04 AM, Rosemary Jacobs wrote:
>>        On Mar 26, 2016, at 2:16 AM, Vinyasi wrote:
>>     Again,
>>     Argyria is a metabolic disorder having everything to do with the body's failure to utilize silver as a nutrient 
>    Why do you think silver is a nutrient?
Hmmmmm. Electricity, mostly in the form of voltage, makes silver into a nutrient, not by silver's virtue alone. Remember, Dr. Becker always used silver in conjunction with electricity, or electricity without the benefits of silver in other cases (using platinum, instead, associated with certain electrodes, or other metals: zinc, stainless steel, etc, but not silver).
In fact, according to Sthapatya Veda, the ancient Indian architectural style analogous to Oriental Feng Shui, considers all metals to be lacking in Vastu which is equivalent to saying that Sthapatya Ved is against the use of any metal within architectural structures intended to convey Vastu (good vibrations). So, in modern day applications of Vastu buildings, garages are always detached from the main building or avoided altogether, because the automobile is considered to be bad to have around the home if we want to be healthy. This conveys to me that metal is bad merely because, like sodium and potassium, conductive metals are notorious for carrying a positive charge. We all know how beneficial negative ions are. So, living in a metal house could suck away all negative charge generated by the body by this line of reasoning......unless.....
....the metal were to be grounded to the Earth, in which case, it should embody a beneficial negative charge. But proponents of Sthapatya Veda are silent on this possible exemption /possibly because they're not at all familiar with electricity, or else never considered this possible exception to the use of metal placed anywhere near the body?/.
In other words, electricity could make mercury less toxic to an organism? Or, aluminum?
Silver is a metal; a superb conductor of electrical charge, and is useless without a supplied charge sufficient to match its capacity to carry a charge (which may be greater than whatever the body is normally capable of supplying from its metabolism -- especially when ill). This is why ancient celebrities of India -- Krishna, Shuka Deva, Rama, and Shiva -- are all blue. Because the bionic use of electricity was not known, or else it was under-appreciated (more likely the former). And this is why merely taking silver is a bad idea by those who are already ill to begin with because their body is already taxed as it is and probably generating insufficient enzymes to manufacture sufficient electrostatic charge to render silver useful as a nutrient so as to avoid defaulting silver's status /within the body/ into mere toxic sludge.
I feel it is possible to agree on certain points if our vision is broad enough to take in more elements of perspective than merely "common sense". Although, there is nothing uncommon about the simple principles behind electricity, it's not often we apply these principles to nutrient utilization and much less to the utilization of metallic substances within the body.
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On Mar 26, 2016, at 8:45 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
Sorry, you lost me.
Not penetrating the skin?
Oh, now I remember.
You asked me if my skin were broken or intact and I said intact.
So, how does skin become ashen blue gray when intact? What is this if not argyria?
Why should you think you know the whole story when all of your citations do not involve the process of electroplating silver to bronze?
I'm not topically applying silver to the skin. I'm electroplating silver into the skin. That's a whole lot different then spreading some ointment or cream around on the top surface and expecting something to happen. Now, you're missing my point.
>    On Sat, Mar 26, 2016 at 5:17 AM, Rosemary Jacobs wrote:
>    I am having a problem with your emails, a problem I’ve never had before. The problem may be at your end or it may be because I have to update my apps.
>    Some but not all of your emails go into my spam folder, and one that I tried responding to got lost. In that one you said something about silver not penetrating your skin. You missed my point entirely. Silver applied to unbroken skin does not pass through it. It does not reach the tissue deep down in the dermis where it forms chemical bonds. It does not cause argyria when used topically. You have not cured yourself of argyria because you never had argyria.
>    Rosemary
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On Mar 26, 2016, at 8:52 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
Silver is a nutrient when it catalyzes the formation of stem cells in the presence of the formation of collagen at the dermis and pericardia. - Dr. Becker
And in the case of Dr. Pramod Vora, his photo documentation indicates what Becker couldn't verify for certain but did mention briefly in passing (in his book) that could be interesting if true: that blood cells can dedifferentiate, and then redifferentiate. In other words, blood cells can transform into stem cells becoming a totally new cell type different that what it had been previously.
>On Sat, Mar 26, 2016 at 5:18 PM, Rosemary Jacobs <rosemary@rosemaryjacobs.com> wrote:
>>     On Mar 26, 2016, at 7:25 PM, Vinyasi . <vinyaasi@gmail.com> wrote:
>>     On Sat, Mar 26, 2016 at 7:04 AM, Rosemary Jacobs <rosemary@rosemaryjacobs.com> wrote:
>>>         On Mar 26, 2016, at 2:16 AM, Vinyasi . <vinyaasi@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>        Again,
>>>         Argyria is a metabolic disorder having everything to do with the body's failure to utilize silver as a nutrient 
>>         Why do you think silver is a nutrient?
>>     Hmmmmm. Electricity, mostly in the form of voltage, makes silver into a nutrient, not by silver's virtue alone. 
>    There is no scientific evidence whatsoever indicating that silver is a nutrient. They have kept people alive for years on IV solutions that did not contain silver.
>    Rosemary
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On Sun, Mar 27, 2016 at 2:31 PM, Rosemary Jacobs wrote:
On Mar 26, 2016, at 11:45 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
> Sorry, you lost me.
> Not penetrating the skin?
> Oh, now I remember.
> You asked me if my skin were broken or intact and I said intact.
> So, how does skin become ashen blue gray when intact? What is this if not argyria?
> Why should you think you know the whole story when all of your citations do not involve the process of electroplating silver to bronze?
> I'm not topically applying silver to the skin. I'm electroplating silver into the skin. That's a whole lot different then spreading some ointment or cream around on the top surface and expecting something to happen. Now, you're missing my point.
There is only one way to answer you question. Discolor your skin again with silver and have a dermatologist biopsy it. If the pathologist who examines the sample under the microscope sees silver in the lamina propria of the sweat glands, then you have argyria. If not, ask him what the cause of the discoloration is.
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On Mon, Mar 28, 2016 at 2:56 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
>   On Sun, Mar 27, 2016 at 2:32 PM, Rosemary Jacobs <rosemary@rosemaryjacobs.com> wrote:
>>    On Mar 26, 2016, at 11:52 PM, Vinyasi wrote:
>>     Silver is a nutrient when it catalyzes the formation of stem cells in the presence of the formation of collagen at the dermis and pericardia. - Dr. Becker
>    The scientific community disagrees with that.
In other words, the scientific community disagrees with Dr. Becker? I'm trying to clarify "that".
It's no wonder they think his 400 lab rat experiments were all tripe. How do they account for Dr. Becker turning on or off the regeneration of amputated limbs on lab rats using either electricity alone /from chapter seven of his book/ or electricity in conjunction with silver /from chapter eight/? Or for that matter, turning off a cancer tumor with an anode provided he did not use stainless steel electrodes? {Unbeknownst to Dr. Becker, hexane compounds can form in water undergoing electrolysis. Otherwise, he would have controlled for hexane/s by not using stainless steel electrodes when testing a hypothesis (that he was conjecturing/ in which electricity alone could make a tumor worse. BTW, hexane compounds are cancer causing.}
Does anyone know how Dr. Becker managed to delude himself? Was he "under the influence" while writing his book?
How does the scientific community account for the man who came to Dr. Becker two months into a wound undergoing degradation in which both bone and muscle and other tissues were missing from between his knee and his ankle /this was the beginning of Dr. Becker's use of silver/? And Dr. Becker had to experimentally use a positive electrode composed of a bottom layer of silverized nylon (parachute material from NASA) to stop the raging infection, first, with no hope at regenerating anything /using a negative electrode/ until the infection could be stopped. Yet, to his surprise, the infection had been halted within half an hour and the positive electrode, rather than merely stimulating wound closure without regeneration, instead, filled in the missing types of various tissues and bony matter under the action of silver ions interacting with the exposed edges of the dermis encircling the open wound? And all of this consuming around seven months of overall treatment time comprising three distinct sessions of intermittent treatments?
Is Dr. Becker making this one up?
More importantly, did the scientific community make up their disagreement by not bothering to conduct controlled experiments /which you claim are on my shoulders to re-enact/? Why should I, if they have not bothered to refute Becker in a manner comparable to ....., no, correction, ....... far surpassing his criteria of experimental subjects?

